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Abstract 
This paper offers a description of the phonetics of Bitur, a language spoken by less than a 
thousand people in Western Province, Papua New Guinea. With just thirteen consonants 
and five vowels, the phoneme inventory of Bitur is fairly typical of a Papuan language 
and yet relatively small in its more immediate geographic and genealogical contexts. The 
consonants of Bitur represent five manners of articulation and span four places of 
articulation. Prenasalized stops are noticeably absent, despite their prevalence in the 
region and among related languages. The low central vowel /a/ assimilates in height to 
nearby mid and high vowels, and it provides a means to distinguish high vowels from 
approximants. The Bitur syllable consists minimally of a vowel nucleus with simple 
onsets and codas allowed. Vowel length is not contrastive, but it seems to be the most 
salient prosodic feature of the Bitur word. As the first substantial phonetic description of 
a Lower Fly language—the least-known language group in Southern New Guinea—this 
paper represents an important contribution to our understanding of Papuan languages. 

1. Introduction1 
The Bitur [bi.tur](01) language (ISO 639-3: mcc; Glottocode: bitu1242) is spoken by less 
than a thousand people in five villages inland of the south bank of the lower Fly River in 
Western Province, Papua New Guinea (see Figure 1). It is a member of the Lower Fly 
(also known as Tirio) group within the Anim language family (Usher & Suter 2015), and 
the Anim languages likely belong to the large Trans-New Guinea family.2 Previous 
research on the Lower Fly languages is limited to wordlists (most recently, Jore & 
Alemán 2002) and a one-page typological description (Wurm 1971). For this reason, 
Evans and colleagues (2018: 731–732) write that the Lower Fly languages are the least-
known of all Southern New Guinea groups and give highest priority to descriptive work 
on them. 

Ethnologue classifies Bitur as “vigorous” (Eberhard et al. 2020). It is used in all 
domains and children learn it from an early age. English is the primary lingua franca of 
the region. It is taught in the local schools and used regularly to communicate with 
residents of surrounding villages. Tok Pisin and Hiri Motu are also used by some portions 
of the population, and bi- and multilingualism are common among the Bituri people. 
 

                                                           
 
 
1 This work was generously supported by a grant from the Endangered Languages Documentation 
Programme (SG0446), grants from the Department of Linguistics at the University of California, 
Santa Barbara, and a fellowship from the Graduate Division at the University of California, Santa 
Barbara. I am especially grateful to the Bituri people for their invitation, generosity, support, and 
knowledge.  
2 Ethnologue (Eberhard et al. 2020) places the Anim languages within Trans-New Guinea, while 
Glottolog (Hammarström et al. 2020) does not. 
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Figure 1. Map of the Anim languages. 

 
The description presented in this paper is based on a database of around 2,000 words 

and morphemes, the result of eight weeks of fieldwork in the village of Upiara carried out 
in the summers of 2015 and 2016. The illustrative sound files are derived from wordlist 
and grammatical elicitation recordings of four male speakers: Darima Maiki (age 40), 
Gabriel Domaka ( 30), Timothy Numa ( 30), and Max Maresa ( 28). Some of these 
recordings can be found in Rogers (2018). An ideal corpus would feature more balanced 
gender representation as well as speakers from a wide age range, and this remains a goal 
for future research. However, there is no evidence to suggest that this description is not 
generalizable to the speech community as a whole. 

2. Consonants 
There are thirteen native consonant phonemes in the Bitur language, and these are 
illustrated in Table 1. The practical orthography differs from the International Phonetic 
Alphabet for only one phoneme, /j/, and this orthographic convention is indicated in 
angle brackets.  
 

Table 1. The consonant phonemes of Bitur 
 Bilabial Alveolar Palatal Velar Labial-velar 
Plosive p   b t   d  k     
Nasal m n  
Trill  r 
Fricative s   z 
Approximant  j 

<y> 
w 

 
The consonant inventory of Bitur is fairly typical of a Papuan language (Foley 2000), but 
it can be considered relatively small in more immediate genealogical and geographic 
contexts. There are no phonological descriptions available for Bitur’s closest relatives in 
the Lower Fly group, but more broadly among the Anim languages Kuni Boazi has 21 
consonants (Edwards-Fumey 2006), Coastal Marind has 19 (Olsson 2017), and Ipiko is 
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comparable to Bitur with 13 (Petterson 2007). The nearby yet unrelated Ende language 
has 19 consonant phonemes (Lindsey 2021). 

Contrastive sets for Bitur consonant phonemes are presented in Table 2. Wherever 
possible, examples are given for each consonant in word-initial position before /a/, 
intervocalically between two /a/ vowels, and word-finally following /a/. Some consonant 
phonemes are infrequent or even unattested in coda positions. This is true of the 
approximants and several alveolar obstruents. As a result, a few cells remain empty in the 
table or the consonant follows a vowel other than /a/ word-finally. 

 
Table 2. Contrastive sets for Bitur phoneme consonants3 

  Initial Medial Final 

Plosive 

/p/ /pasip/ ‘boy’(02) /puapa/ ‘flying fox’(03) /tikap/ ‘heart’(04) 
/b/ /bari/ ‘eye’(05) /agiaba/ ‘meat’(06) /si uab/ ‘bark’(07) 
/t/ /tame/ ‘goanna’(08) /tata/ ‘that.N1’(09)  
/d/ /dawo/ ‘bird’(10) /padapada/ ‘white.N1’(11)  
/k/ /kapur/ ‘head’(12) /amaka/ ‘bushfowl’(13) /asak/ ‘arrow’(14) 
/ / / a / ‘name’(15) /awa a/ ‘wallaby’(16) /ora / ‘one.N1’(17) 

Nasal 
/m/ /ma or/ ‘foot’(18) /esama/ ‘bird of paradise’(19) /abam/ ‘lower leg’(20) 
/n/ /naraka/ ‘bone’(21) /nana/ ‘older sister’(22) /apsin/ ‘morning’(23) 

Trill /r/ /rawar a/ ‘to stand’(24) /mandara/ ‘shoulder’(25) / awar/ ‘feather’(26) 

Fricative 
/s/ /sapa/ ‘cockatoo’(27) /asak/ ‘arrow’(14)  /bius/ ‘tree sp.’ (28) 
/z/ /zabeada/ ‘centipede’(29) /zazap/ ‘big.PL’(30)  

Approximant 
/j/ /ja aja/ ‘father’(31) /pasaja/ ‘leaf’(32)  
/w/ /wa i/ ‘neck’(33) /tawar/ ‘mouth’(34)  

2.1 Plosives 
There are six plosives in Bitur which follow from a voicing distinction at three places of 
articulation: bilabial, alveolar, and velar. Notably absent in the consonant inventory of 
Bitur are prenasalized plosives (as well as phonetic prenasalization of plosives), which 
are common in Papuan languages (Foley 2000: 368). Some related languages such as 
Marind (Olsson 2017) and Kuni Boazi (Edwards-Fumey 2006) feature a phonemic 
distinction between voiceless, voiced, and prenasalized plosives, making their absence in 
Bitur conspicuous. 

Bitur voiced plosives exhibit substantial negative voice onset time, exceeding 100 
milliseconds in some cases. Voiceless consonants are unaspirated to mildly aspirated, 
with word-initial voice onset time around 25 milliseconds. This voicing distinction is 
illustrated for bilabial plosives in the first pair of words in (1) and Figure 2. Both voiced 
and voiceless plosives can be either released or unreleased word-finally. There are word-
final phonemic contrasts between voiced and voiceless plosive pairs in Bitur, but optional 
word-final devoicing can neutralize these contrasts. This neutralization is illustrated in 
the third word in (1) and Figure 2, in which the word-final /b/ is devoiced. 
 
(1)  Phonemic Phonetic  Gloss 

a. /pasip/  [pasip]  ‘boy’(02) 
 b. /baub/  [boub]4  ‘star’(35) 
                                                           
 
 
3 CIS = cislocative; N1 = neuter 1; N2 = neuter 2; NN1 = non-neuter 1; PLUR = pluractional; PREH = 
prehodiernal; U = undergoer; all other abbreviations follow the Leipzig Glossing Rules (Comrie et 
al. 2015). 
4 The realization of /au/ as [ou] in these examples is addressed in §3.1. 
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 c. /baub/  [boub]  ‘star’(36) 
 

 
Figure 2. Voicing distinction in Bitur plosives and optional neutralization of the contrast word-

finally 

2.2 Nasals 
There are two nasal phonemes in Bitur, /m/ and /n/. The velar nasal [ ] appears not to be 
a native Bitur phoneme. It occurs infrequently in two contexts: in words known to be 
borrowed, and preceding a velar consonant as in (2). I analyze the latter as alveolar nasal 
phonemes which have assimilated in place to the following plosive. 
 
(2) Phonemic Phonetic  Gloss 
 / on or/  [ o or]  ‘bandicoot’(37) 

2.3 Trill 
There is just one trill phoneme /r/ in Bitur. It can be realized phonetically as a tap, 
especially intervocalically. (3) gives an example of the same speaker alternating between 
a tap and trill pronunciation of /r/ in the same word. 
 
(3)  Phonemic Phonetic  Gloss 

a. /bari/  [b i]  ‘eye’(05) 
 b. /bari/  [b ri]  ‘eye’(38) 

2.4 Fricatives 
There are two fricative phonemes in Bitur, /s/ and /z/. There is considerable inter- and 
intra-speaker variation in the pronunciation of /z/, and this appears to be characteristic of 
many languages of Southern New Guinea (Kashima, this volume; Lindsey, 2021; 
Schokkin et al., this volume). In Bitur, this phoneme can be realized as a voiced alveolar 
fricative [z], voiced alveolar affricate [dz], voiced post-alveolar fricative [ ], or voiced 
post-alveolar affricate [d ]. Examples of this variation can be found in (4). The voiced 
alveolar fricative /z/ is selected to represent this phoneme because it is the most common 
realization and because there are some Bitur words which are almost exclusively 
pronounced with this variant. Whether or not there are sociolinguistic factors 
conditioning this variation is a question for future research. 
 
(4)  Phonemic Phonetic  Gloss 

a. /zu/  [zu]  3SG.F(39) 
 b. /zu/  [dzu]  3SG.F(40) 
 c. /zu/  [d u]  3SG.F(41) 
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2.5 Approximants 
There are two approximant phonemes in Bitur, /w/ and /j/, and neither is found in coda 
position. 

3. Vowels 
There are five vowel phonemes in Bitur as illustrated by Figure 3. They occupy the vowel 
space in a typologically familiar fashion, with two high vowels (front and back), two mid 
vowels (front and back), and one low central vowel. Many languages in the area have 
larger vowel inventories (see other articles in this issue). 
 

 
Figure 3. Diagram of Bitur vowel phonemes 

 
Figure 4 is a plot of 1,572 vowel tokens from the four speakers introduced above. The 
measurements were taken from wordlist recordings of basic vocabulary. Vowels bordered 
on each side by a plosive, nasal, fricative, or word boundary were inspected, delineated, 
and annotated with textgrids in Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2021). A Praat script was 
used to collect formant values at the midpoint of each vowel. The data were normalized 
according to the Lobanov formula in NORM: Vowel Normalization Suite (Thomas & 
Kendall 2007) and plotted using the phonR package (McCloy 2016). 

Perhaps the most interesting characteristic which can be observed in the formant plot 
is the extensive distribution of /a/, particularly with regard to vowel height. A 
considerable amount of this variation is predictable from context, although some free 
variation exists for speakers. The primary factor motivating the height of /a/ seems to be 
assimilation to nearby non-low vowels. This analysis also lends support to the decision to 
represent the central vowel as phonemically low despite its frequent mid and mid-low 
realizations. The examples in (5) illustrate the range of /a/ as it is pronounced in different 
contexts. 
 
(5)  Phonemic Phonetic  Gloss 

a. /nana/  [nana]  ‘older sister’(22) 
 b. /wa i/  [w i]  ‘neck’(33) 
 c. /sua/  [su ]  ‘eye’(42) 
 
The assimilation of /a/ also serves to distinguish high vowels from their approximant 
counterparts. The first two examples in (6) show that adjacent approximants have little to 
no effect on the realization of /a/, while the third example illustrates the effect of both /u/ 
and /i/ on nearby /a/ vowels.  
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Figure 4. Formant plot of Bitur vowel phonemes 

 
(6)  Phonemic Phonetic  Gloss 

a. /ja aja/  [ja aja]  ‘father’(31) 
b. /awa a/  [awa a]  ‘wallaby’(16) 

 c. /auwa ia/ [ uw i ] ‘new.N1’(43) 
 
Near-minimal pairs for Bitur vowel phonemes are presented in Table 3. There are four 
genders in Bitur whose exponence in various grammatical paradigms is characterized by 
vowel ablaut (Rogers, in revision). These gender paradigms offer convenient minimal 
and near-minimal sets for illustrating the vowels of Bitur. 
 

Table 3. Near-minimal pairs for Bitur vowel phonemes 
/i/ /titi/ ‘that.N2’(44) /anima/ ‘people’(48) 
/e/ /tete/ ‘that.M’(45) /anema/ ‘man’(49) 
/a/ /tata/ ‘that.N1’(09) /weinam/ ‘kill.3SG.ABS.PST’(50) 
/o/ /totar a/ ‘hot.N1’(46) /manom/ ‘moon’(51) 
/u/ /tutu/ ‘that.F’(47) /anuma/ ‘woman’(52) 

3.1 Vowel sequences 
Vowel sequences are widespread in Bitur and their analysis presents a challenge to the 
linguist. The phonetic realization of vowel sequences varies across speakers and speech 
contexts, and speakers do not have consistent intuitions as to the number of syllables in 
many words. I have not found convincing evidence that certain vowel sequences should 
be analyzed as diphthongs. Rather, I analyze all vowels in sequences as independent 
vowel nuclei which can undergo optional phonetic diphthongization. Many of the 
theoretically possible sequences of two vowels are attested, and they are exemplified in 
(7). Each of the seven unattested vowel sequences involves a mid vowel; these include 
any combination of /u/ and a mid vowel (/ou/, /uo/, /eu/, /ue/), the two mid vowels in 
either order (/oe/, /eo/), and /io/. 
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(7)  Phonemic Gloss 

a. /puapa/  ‘flying fox’(03) 
 b. / aopa/  ‘buttocks’(53) 
 c. /nauka/  ‘tree’(54) 

d. /maika/  ‘fighter’(55) 
 e. /seima/  ‘banana’(56) 
 f. /mameata/ ‘papaya’(57) 

g. /a iaba/  ‘meat’(58) 
h. /noana/  ‘steal’(59) 
i. /oboin/  ‘secret’(60) 
j. /mui/  ‘ant sp.’ (61) 
k. /bius/  ‘tree sp.’ (28) 
l. /titierta/  ‘run’(62) 

 
Variation in the pronunciation of the sequence /au/ is noteworthy. For some speakers and 
speech contexts, the /a/ is raised, backed, and even rounded in assimilation to the /u/ to 
the extent that it approximates the mid back vowel /o/. This is the case for the first 
example in (8), while the second example illustrates a more careful pronunciation of the 
same word by a different speaker. 
 
(8)  Phonemic Phonetic  Gloss 
 a. /nauka/  [nouka]  ‘tree’(54) 
 b. /nauka/  [n uka]  ‘tree’(63) 

3.2 Phonotactics 
The nucleus is the only obligatory component in the Bitur syllable. Simple onsets and 
codas are allowed, with few restrictions on the consonants which can fill these roles. All 
consonant phonemes can be found in onsets, and as discussed above, only approximants 
are disallowed in the coda. It follows from these generalizations that coda-onset 
consonant clusters are allowed word-medially. Although not every possible consonant 
cluster is attested, there seem to be few restrictions on which combinations are allowed. 
Several syllable types and coda-onset clusters are illustrated in (9). 
 
(9)  Phonemic Gloss 

a. /o/  2SG(64) 
 b. /zo/  2PL(65) 
 c. /mip/  ‘nose’(66) 

d. /a.pa/  ‘yesterday’(67) 
 e. /ap.sin/  ‘morning’(23) 
 f. /bo.ar.ta/  ‘ash’(68) 

g. /pas.ni.wa/ ‘boys’(69) 
h. /ma.sim.sir/ ‘good.PL’(70) 
i. /bu.dub.dur/ ‘thumb’(71) 

4. Prosody 
There is no lexical tone or contrastive stress in Bitur. Vowel length is not contrastive, but 
it seems to be the most salient prosodic feature of the Bitur word. Not all words have a 
long vowel, and generally words do not have more than one long vowel, the exception 
being cases of reduplication. The long vowels of some words are pronounced more 
consistently, while for others it is difficult to determine whether or not a particular vowel 
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is long. As such, it is not surprising that vowel length is represented inconsistently in the 
orthography developed by the community. 

Monosyllabic words are often (but not always) pronounced with a long vowel, and 
this may be related to a constraint on the minimal word in Bitur. Long vowels are found 
in both syllables of disyllabic words, but more often in the first syllable. Examples of 
vowel length in disyllabic words can be found in (10) and Figure 5. For longer words, 
long vowels are found among interior syllables—that is, they are not found in initial or 
final syllables. All this considered, it is possible to analyze Bitur as having lexical (non-
contrastive) stress of which the primary acoustic correlate is length. 
 
(10)  Phonemic Phonetic  Gloss 

a. /dina/  [di na]  ‘back’(72) 
 b. /asak/  [asa k]  ‘arrow’(14) 

c. /wa i/  [w i]  ‘neck’(33) 
 

 
Figure 5. Disyllabic Bitur words exemplifying initial vowel length, final vowel length, and no 

vowel length 
 
Acoustic analysis of pitch and intensity reveals that they often do not correlate with 
length. In general, both pitch and intensity tend to remain fairly level or decline gradually 
throughout Bitur words, the latter giving an impression of initial stress to English ears. 
There are plenty of exceptions, but they are not consistent enough to suggest a pitch- or 
intensity-based stress feature which operates independently of vowel length. 

It is interesting to note the diversity of prosodic features that have been described for 
other Anim languages. Coastal Marind exhibits a system of non-contrastive lexical stress 
realized primarily as a higher pitch (Olsson 2017: 60). Meanwhile, Petterson (2007: 4) 
describes the “tones” of Ipiko words and offers a contrasting minimal pair. Differently 
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still, Edwards-Fumey (2006) describes several complex patterns of pitch realization in 
Kuni verbs. While these languages are only distantly related to Bitur, this diversity 
suggests a complex evolution of prosodic systems within the Anim group and invites a 
more in-depth investigation when descriptions are made available for more members of 
the family. 

5. Illustrative transcription 
A narrative passage is provided here to illustrate the sounds of Bitur. It is an excerpt from 
a personal story told by Darima Maiki about his young son, Nomen (Rogers 2018). In the 
full story, Nomen runs away from home in fear of punishment for his actions. When his 
parents realize that he is missing, they recruit the help of many village residents and they 
search for him all night. In the morning, they find him sleeping comfortably under a 
mosquito net in a neighbor’s house. A phonetic transcription, orthographic representation 
(which equates to a phonemic transcription), morpheme gloss, and free translation are 
provided. (The glosses are somewhat simplified, particularly for the person-marking 
auxiliaries which precede verbs.) All 13 consonant phonemes and five vowel phonemes 
of Bitur are found in the narrative. 
 
(1) [jawa n in ta mi za natiei im] 

yawa noin tami za n-atieigi-m 
so 1PL evening 1PL.SBJ 1.U-arrive-PREH 
‘When we arrived (home) in the evening,’ 

 

(2) [i i  tata e o wain su  ti  wena mem] 
igia tata ero wain suga ti-a-r 
3SG.M that.N1 day already bad 3SG.SBJ-3SG.OBJ-PURP 
w-ena-mem 
3SG.U-do-PLUR.PREH 
‘he (Nomen) had been misbehaving during the day.’ 

 

(3) [tata rojaroja ti  wena mem] 
tata royaroya ti-a-r   w-ena-mem 
that.N1 scared  3SG.SBJ-3SG.OBJ-PURP 3SG.U-do-PLUR.PREH 
‘He was afraid of what he had done,’ 

 

(4) [jawa n in kusin epapa a a tam ta mi] 
yawa noin kusuin epapa  agarta-m tami 
so 1PL with 3.SBJ.NEG sit-PREH  evening 
‘so he did not sit with us all evening.’ 

 

(5) [te e i banam nein te a nam] 
te egiaba-nam nein  tera-nam 
3SG.M go.inside-PREH 3SG.while sleep-PREH 
‘He went inside and was sleeping,’ 

 

(6) [no bom a e epotab e i banam wini m ba] 
no bom are epotab  egiaba-nam winiama-ba 
1SG but quick 1SG.SBJ.NEG go.inside-PREH sleep-to 
‘but I did not go inside right away to sleep.’ 

 

(7) [wu m b tap a a tam] 
wuma-b  ta-p  agarta-m 
door-at  1SG.SBJ-at sit-PREH 
‘I sat at the door.’ 
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(8) [tata t ib no men dz in wini m b wi] 
tata taib nomen zoin winiama-bawi 
that.N1 there Nomen sleep sleep-NN1.POSS 
‘In Nomen’s sleep there,’ 

 

(9) [zei tea wenam] 
zei  te-a  w-ena-m 
urination 3SG.SBJ.3SG.OBJ 3SG.U-do-PREH 
‘he needed to urinate.’ 

 

(10) [ta tone  tunum watiei im] 
ta toneg–  tu-num  w-atieigi-m 
1SG [unknown] 3SG.SBJ-out 3SG.U-arrive-PREH 
‘So he came out.’ 

 

(11) [ ib zei ti  ejatam siki ib ] 
aib zei  ti-a-r   eyata-m 
here urination 3SG.SBJ-3SG.OBJ-PURP go-PREH 
sikiri-ba 
outside-to 
‘He went outside to urinate.’ 

 

(12) [ta t i zei pudie t b nenen awo mem] 
tata taib zei  pudierta-b neinein 
that.N1 there urination look.for-at 3SG.while 
awor-mem 
walk-PLUR.PREH 
‘He was looking for a place to urinate,’ 

 

(13) [tata no  wom wu m b wein tap a a tam] 
tata no bom wuma-b  wain  ta-p 
that.N1 1SG but door-at  already  1SG.SBJ-at 
agarta-m 
sit-PREH 
‘but I was sitting at the door,’ 

 

(14) [si  z we  tunum p ti i im] 
siaya zaweaga  tu-num  patiari-m 
dog big.M  3SG.SBJ-out climb-PREH 
‘(and) a big dog climbed out (of the shadows).’ 

 

(15) [tete si j  bubub  ta wap nenam] 
tete siaya bububa ta-r-wa-p  n-ena-m 
that.M dog stomp 1SG.SBJ-PURP-3SG.OBJ-at 1.U-do-PREH 
‘I rushed at that dog.’ 

 

(16) [si j  ti w o i em] 
siaya te-a-wu   oriare-m 
dog 3SG.SBJ-3SG.OBJ-down jump-PREH 
‘The dog jumped down (the ladder).’ 

 

(17) [no men i i  te  e ie mam] 
nomen igia te-a  egierma-m 
Nomen 3SG.M 3SG.SBJ-3SG.OBJ think-PREH 
‘Nomen thought,’ 
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(18) [no  aba enanab pabuji] 
no aba te-nar-na-b   pabuyin 
1SG maybe 3SG.SBJ-PURP-1SG.OBJ-behind threaten 
‘maybe he’s coming after me.’ 

 

(19) [tata roja iwis  roja toin meneatam, 
tata roya iwisa  roya t-oin  meneatam 
that.N1 fright 2/3SG.REFL fright 3SG.SBJ-CIS come.PREH 
‘In his fright he came,’ 

 

(20) [tiset n uk b te weibum] 
tiset nauka-b  te weibu-m 
shirt tree-at  3SG.SBJ hang-PREH 
‘hung his shirt on the tree,’ 

 

(21) [k s te e e mem] 
kasin te erer-mem 
then 3SG.SBJ go-PLUR.PREH 
‘then went away,’ 

 

(22) [ uijep eweana] 
guiyep eweana 
point place 
‘to the point,’ 

 

(23) [t ib k sin miti i si  iw b ] 
taib kasin mitiri sia aiwa-ba 
there then Mitiri GEN house-to 
‘and then to Mitiri’s house.’ 

 

(24) [n in imi t ip  neti em iw b] 
noin imi tai-pa  n-etiara-rea-m  aiwa-b 
1PL NEG 1PL.SBJ-at 1.U-wait-3SG.OBJ-PREH house-at 
‘We didn’t wait long for him at the house,’ 

 

(25) [k si wu j m ti w  kudi nam] 
kasin wuyam ti-r-wa   kudina-m 
then call 1PL.SBJ-PURP-3SG.OBJ begin-PREH 
‘then we began calling for him.’ 
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